Abstract-This paper proposes a new and simple hybrid modulation strategy for asymmetrical cascaded multilevel converters (ACMCs) operating under fault conditions in the low-voltagehigh-frequency (LVHF) cells. The theoretical analysis is explained through an example, an ACMC with one 1pu and one 2pu cell per phase. The modulation strategy integrates the benefits of both geometrical and space vector approaches. The last one is used to define the voltages for the high-voltage-low-frequency (HVLF) cells, such as to avoid the overmodulation of the LVHF cells. The carrier-based geometrical approach is employed for the LVHF cells to simplify the implementation of the algorithm, since the PWM signals are obtained via the comparison of modulating voltages to triangular carriers, with no need to define switching sequences for the low voltage vectors. As a result, the proposed algorithm is considerably simplified when compared to the space vector. Simulation and experimental results are given to validate the proposed method and to demonstrate its good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multilevel converters are being widely used in industry applications, such as large motor drives, power generation systems, pumps and traction, FACTs, transmission lines [1] , [2] , etc. The classical topologies are the neutral point clamped (NPC), flying capacitor (FC), cascaded multilevel (CMC) and modular multilevel converter (MMC), with new configurations under development [1] . The CMCs have a modular nature, being composed of multiple series-connected single-phase inverters, usually full-bridges (power cells); as a result, they are particulary attractive for industrial high power and/or high voltage applications, specially for those that require high reliability rates. The power cells can have the same (symmetrical) or different (asymmetrical) DC bus voltages [3] . The main difference between symmetrical and asymmetrical CMCs is that, for a given number of cells per phase, the asymmetrical can synthesize output line-to-line voltages with more steps, so that their waveforms more closely resemble sinusoidal waves. Another important difference is that, while in the symmetrical converter all the cells switch at the same frequency, in the asymmetrical the cells with different DC bus voltages switch at different frequencies, allowing the optimization of converter switching losses.
The modular characteristic of the CMCs also allows them to operate even under fault conditions. If the converter have one or more faulty cells, these can be bypassed, without interrupting the process to be controlled. To accomplish this, the modulation strategy must compensate the loss of cells, as well as keep the output line-to-lines voltages balanced and with optimized values for the amplitude of their fundamental components. Some modulation strategies for the operation of CMCs under fault conditions have been proposed in literature, such as in [4] - [7] , and they will be briefly discussed in the next paragraphs. The neutral-shift was one of the first methods [4] , [5] . In this strategy, the magnitudes and the angles of the converter phase voltages are adapted, trying to maximize the fundamental component of the output line-to-line voltages while keeping them balanced. To find the angles, a set of nonlinear equations must be solved, which may have multiple solutions; some may not yield optimized line-to-line voltages. Besides, some fault conditions do not have solution at all. To overcome the first problem, an extension of the neutral-shift method has been proposed in [6] . These methods have as main drawback the fact that they are not well suited for closed-loop current control. Two alternative peak-reduction methods were proposed in [4] . Both yield good output line-to-line voltages for normal operation, but, during fault conditions, the voltages are either distorted or the method cannot be used when all the cells of a given phase are bypassed.
Space vector modulations (SVM) have also being developed for CMCs under fault conditions, as in [7] . This method is based on the coordinate transformation first presented in [8] . The converter voltage vectors are classified as "large" or "small". To minimize the THD of the output line-toline voltages, the three-nearest voltage vectors are chosen following an alternation between the small and large vectors, called Large-Small Alternation (LSA). For a fault condition, some voltage vectors can no longer be implemented, so the algorithm searches for the implementable ones to obtain the LSA pattern. The problem here is that the algorithm must perform a time-consuming search to find out the implementable vectors.
The methods previously described were designed for symmetrical CMCs. As the asymmetrical CMCs are not as modular as their symmetrical counterparts, their modulation strategies are inherently more complex. To address this problem, a carrier-based peak-reduction method was presented in [9] , in which two homopolar components are added to the phase voltage references. These homopolars are based on limitations in the phase voltages, imposed by the number of faulty cells. The higher voltage cells are allowed to switch with frequencies different from the fundamental, and the cells do not necessarily switch at a constant frequency. Besides, the output line-to-line voltages may not have half nor quarter wave symmetry, which may increase increasing their harmonic content.
A generalized carrier-based modulation, both for symmetrical and asymmetrical CMCs, was presented in [10] , based on the assumptions of [11] . The region of all possible commonmode voltages v o for linear operation of the converter is derived for each different operational condition. One v o that belongs to this region is selected, so that the converter modulating voltages are the sum of the phase reference and the chosen v o . The output voltage synthesized by the higher voltage cells is obtained by the comparison of the total modulating voltages to a constant value [3] , [10] ; as a result, these cells switch at low frequency. The references for the next set of cells are the result of the subtraction between the modulating voltages and the voltages synthesized by the high voltage cells. Another linear region is derived, and a new v o is chosen that, when added to the new references, results in the modulating voltages for the next cells. This procedure is repeated until the last set of cells, that is, the ones with lower voltage and high-frequency PWM [3] , [10] . With this method, it is possible to achieve optimum amplitude values for the output line-to-line voltages, avoiding the overmodulation region as much as possible.
However, when the converter loses one low-voltage-highfrequency (LVHF) cell, the previously described method leads to overmodulation on the operational LVHF cells [10] . To overcome this limitation, a space vector modulation (SVM) was proposed in [12] , [13] . The voltage vectors are represented in the converter output line-to-line voltages coordinates, where the first two entries of the voltage vectors are the converter output line-to-line voltages v ab and v bc , and the third one is proportional to the converter common-mode voltage v o . First of all, the voltages for the higher voltage cells are defined, by the choice of the high voltage vector whose sector in the SV diagram encompasses the reference [13] . The voltage synthesized by these cells is then subtracted from the reference, resulting in the references for the next set of cells, until the lowest voltage cells. For these last ones, the three-nearest switching-state vectors are selected, similarly to [8] , and they are implemented as an offline-defined switching sequence. These were designed so to minimize the number of commutations within each sector, as well as in the transition between sectors [13] . The drawback here is that the definition of the switching sequences is time-consuming, and they must be stored in a lookup table inside the processor responsible for the implementation of the control and modulation algorithms.
In this context, this paper proposes a new simple hybrid modulation strategy for asymmetrical CMs under fault conditions in the LVHF cells, which combines the positive features of both the geometrical and the space vector approaches. The modulation is presented with an example: a seven-level asymmetrical cascaded multilevel converter, as shown in Figure 1 , in which the cells A 1 , B 1 and C 1 have DC bus voltage values of 1pu and A 2 , B 2 and C 2 of 2pu [3] . This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed hybrid modulation for asymmetrical cascaded multilevel converters under fault conditions on the low-voltagehigh-frequency cells; Section III brings simulation results to validate the theoretical analysis; finally, the conclusions regarding this work are presented in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED HYBRID MODULATION FOR ASYMMETRICAL CMS WITH FAULTS IN THE LVHF CELLS
The new hybrid modulation proposed in this paper combines the advantages of both geometrical and space vector methods, taking as an example the converter of Fig.1 . Space vector is used for the modulation of the high-voltage-low-frequency cells (HVLF), as the SV has proved not to overmodulate the low-voltage-high-frequency (LVHF) cells [13] . The geometrical approach is then employed for the LVHF cells. As the PWM signals for these last ones are obtained through a carrierbased modulation, there is no need to define multiple switching sequences for the voltage vectors, drastically simplifying the implementation.
Concerning the geometrical approach, the challenge for the modulation of the ACMCs with faults in the LVHF cells arises from the comparison of the modulation voltages with constant values to define the voltages to be synthesized by the HVLF cells. This makes the HVLF cells switch at the fundamental frequency. Another point of remark is that the resulting voltages are equal to the ones that would be obtained by choosing the nearest voltage vector for the HVLF cells in the space vector [12] , [13] . As a result, the modulating voltages for the LVHF cells that remain operative are greater than 1pu in some small regions. In [13] , it has been proved that the nearest high voltage vector should not always be chosen and that, for some fault conditions, the HVLF cells must have more commutations to avoid the overmodulation of the LVHF cells.
The space vector modulation presented in [13] solved the overmodulation problem. The SV diagram of the converter for normal operation, represented in the converter output line-to-line voltages coordinates, is shown in Fig. 2 . The voltage vectors of the HVLF and LVHF cells are represented respectively by the larger and smaller dots. Each HVLF vector is surrounded by a subhexagon comprised of the vectors of the LVHF cells. Any voltage vector lying within the region delimited by the LVHF vectors around a given HVLF vector can be synthesized by averaging the three-nearest LVHF vectors without commutating the associated HVLF vetor. Under normal operation, there is a superposition of adjacent subhexagons. However, when there is a fault in a LVHF cell, the SV diagram is modified, as shown in Fig. 3 , for a fault in the LVHF cell of phase a. It can be seen that the intersection areas are lost, as the converter can no longer implement all the voltage vectors.
High Voltage Vector
Low Voltage Vectors Under the perspective of the SV, the overmodulation is represented as the modulating voltage lying outside the SV diagram, as in Fig. 4 , for one of the low voltage subparallelograms. This happens if the high voltage vector is chosen as the nearest one to the modulating voltage (the equivalent of the comparison with the constant value in the geometrical approach). The problem with this choice is that it may happen that the modulating voltage does not lie inside the subparallelogram associated to the chosen high voltage vector. In other words, the high voltage vector that should be chosen is the one whose subparallelogram encompasses the modulating voltage, even if it is not the nearest one to it. If the choice follows this rule, there will be no unnecessary overmodulation.
Considering the previous assumptions, the space vector method was employed for the modulation of the HVLF cells. For each switching period, the high voltage vector whose sector encompasses the modulating voltage is implemented. As there may be redundant high voltage vectors, it is chosen, among the redundancies, the one that yields the lesser number of commutations in respect to the previously implemented voltage vector [12] .
With the voltage of the HVLF cells defined trough the space vector algorithm, the next step is to define the voltages for the LVHF cells with the geometrical approach. As described in detail in [10] , a linear region Ω is derived, whose borders are defined by maximum and minimum limits. The restrictions for the derivation of Ω are the number of faulty cells and the voltage synthesized by the HVLF cells. By picking up a common mode voltage v o that belongs to Ω, overmodulation is entirely avoided. The modulating signals for the LVHF cells can be written as [10] : is the common-mode voltage and k = a, b, c represents each converter phase. Finally, each v kg2 is compared to a triangular carrier with different phase angles [4] , [10] , resulting in the PWM voltages for the LVHF cells. As the PWM voltages arise naturally from the comparison with the carrier, there is no need to generate various switching sequences for the vectors of the LVHF cells, simplifying enormously the algorithm. As a result, the hybrid modulation uses the main advantages of both the space vector and carrier-based modulations, that is, the fact that the space vector generates appropriate output voltages for the HVLF cells, and the easily obtained PWM signals for the LVHF cells. The advantages of the proposed hybrid modulation lie in the simplicity and in the good results, that will be shown is the next section.
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, simulation and experimental results are shown to validate the proposed hybrid modulation strategy. The converter is the same of Fig. 1 of operation. It also can be seen that the HVLF cells can switch at a frequency higher than the fundamental, as is the case for phase c. Finally, to fully validate the proposed hybrid modulation method, Fig. 10 shown the linear region Ω for this operational condition. In this case, Ω is a line, and, as a result, there is only one possible common-mode voltage that can be added to the reference for the LVHF cells. The final modulating signals v ag2 , v bg2 and v cg2 are shown in Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the absolute values of v bg2 and v cg2 do not exceed 100V, proving 
IV. CONLCUSIONS
This paper proposes a simple hybrid modulation strategy for asymmetrical cascaded multilevel converters operating under fault conditions in the low-voltage-high-frequency (LVHF) cells. The modulation strategy integrates the benefits of both the geometrical and space vector approaches. The last one was used to define the voltages to be synthesized by the highvoltage-low-frequency (HVLF) cells in a manner such as to avoid the overmodulation of the LVHF cells. The carrier-based geometrical approach was employed for the LVHF cells to explore the entire voltage synthesis capability of the converter. As a result, this new algorithm is considerably simplified when compared to the space vector. The modulation can be easily extended to converters with more cells. Simulation and experimental results validate the proposed hybrid modulation and prove that the LVHF cells do not overmodulate, which is the main purpose of this work. It has also shown the good quality of the output line-to-line voltages synthesized by the converter, even under fault in the LVHF cells.
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